Safe Online Teaching Practices

- Webinars (where only staff are on screen) or recorded videos are 'safer' than any set up that has the children on the screen (such as webcams etc.) or that allows 'live' interaction, posting etc.
- Any live classes should be backed up/saved for future access (should anything need to be looked into further).
- Ideally use webinar platforms like Zoom where possible as it will allow recording of lesson and streaming which can be followed with Q&A via teams later.
  Ideally use voice only where suitable or recorded videos should focus on working outs or demonstrations etc. minimising body shots.
- A video chat must never take place with only one staff member or student online and those taking part should ensure no personal or inappropriate information is in shot.
- Appropriate clothing for all involved, even other people in the house.
- Language used should always be appropriate/professional, by those involved AND others in the house.
- Appropriate rooms used - not bedrooms etc. and ideally suitable/neutral backgrounds
- Video chat should be disabled.
- Teachers should never broadcast from a personal YouTube channel.

https://coronavirus.lgfl.net/safeguarding